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Base metals LME 3-month               

 
 Close High Low Daily change Change (%) Cash Settle Change in cash 

settle Cash - 3m 

Aluminium 2,015 2,014 2,030 2,004 -2 -0.07% 1,979.50 11 -37.25 

Copper 7,598 7,639 7,680 7,568 41 0.54% 7,695.50 35 32.00 
Lead 1,948 1,950 1,965 1,943 2 0.09% 1,945.00 11 -12.25 
Nickel 17,095 17,050 17,108 16,955 -45 -0.26% 16,980.00 65 -70.00 
Tin 19,890 19,760 19,900 19,700 -130 -0.65% 19,850.00 195 -12.00 
Zinc 1,880 1,909 1,910 1,876 28 1.50% 1,893.00 26 -5.75 

Energy 
  Open Close High Low day/day Change (%)    
ICE Brent 106.83 107.41 107.54 106.80 0.58 0.54%    
NYMEX WTI 91.00 91.63 91.82 90.95 0.77 0.84%    
ICE Gasoil 906.25 911.00 911.25 906.25 2.75 0.30%    
API2 Q3'12 90.25 90.10 - - -0.15 -0.17%    

          

Precious metals 

 AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Change (d/d) EFP's   
Gold 1,560.50 1,569.50 1,573.50 1,552.00 1,569.00 11.00 -0.8/-0.4   
Silver - 28.59 28.49 27.95 28.43 0.26 -6.0/-4.0   
Platinum 1,430.00 1,423.00 1,426.00 1,414.00 1,425.00 -6.00 1.5/3.5   
Palladium 592.00 590.00 592.00 584.50 590.00 -10.00 0.0/1.0   

Focus: ETFs optimistic about silver, still wavering on gold 
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Focus: The decline in net speculative length for COMEX silver continued for a seventh suc-
cessive week, although momentum does appear to be slowing with only 56.3 tonnes lost this 
past week (compared to the 290.6 tonne decline of the previous week). Total losses for the 
past seven weeks now come to 1,770.8 tonnes, wiping out just over half of net speculative 
length as it stood in early April.  

• The base metals complex has pushed higher during Monday morning, helped by firmer 
equities and a stronger Euro. Turnover is incredibly subdued however, in part due to the 
US Memorial Day holiday, but also due to a general sense of apathy. The re-set button 
was pressed during early May, sending commodity prices back down to January, or 
even late-December levels. With uncertainty over Greece and Spain still sweeping 
across the markets, combined with weaker growth in China and rather mixed economic 
figures from the US in recent week’s, the base metals are stuttering along at best. 

• The precious metals have started the week on the front foot, helped initially by a 
stronger Euro but also by firmer Asian and European equity markets after the latest 
Greek polls suggested that pro-bailout parties would garner enough votes to form a gov-
ernment.  

• The oil market appeared to be stabilising last Friday with both WTI and Brent gaining 
20c/bbl. Oil products also followed crude and ended the day slightly higher.  
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Base metals 

The base metals complex has pushed higher during Monday morning, helped by firmer equities and a stronger Euro. Turnover 
is incredibly subdued however, in part due to the US Memorial Day holiday, but also due to a general sense of apathy. The re-
set button was pressed during early May, sending commodity prices back down to January, or even late-December levels. 
With uncertainty over Greece and Spain still sweeping across the markets, combined with weaker growth in China and rather 
mixed economic figures from the US in recent week’s, the base metals are stuttering along at best. 

Copper prices surged higher initially during overnight trade, helped by reports of a stoppage over the weekend at the Colla-
huasi mine following a fatality on Saturday. Reports suggest that the mine has since restarted, likely resulting in limited produc-
tion losses. Stronger equity markets, plus a view that Greek pro-bailout parties may win enough seats to form a government 
also appeared to help, diverting attention away from a deteriorating, and much more serious situation in Spain.  

Elsewhere, on-warrant copper stocks in Asia gained 2,425 mt this morning, with sizeable inflows into Singapore and Busan. 
The overall global copper numbers look much more balanced however, with outflows in Gwangyang and New Orleans, plus 
fresh warrant cancellations in Chicago seeing total on-warrant stocks climb 350 mt, and headline stocks fall 450 kt.  

The fall in nickel prices should have elicited an increase in buying activity. Instead, on-warrant stocks climbed by 1,098 mt to 
99,744 mt. Johor and Rotterdam were the main locations for the activity. Lead has also seen significant stock inflows this 
morning, with 4,125 mt entering Johor. Overall however, lead stocks remain on a downwards trend. Headline stocks have 
fallen by an unseasonal 2.3% m/m so far in May, following a 4.1% decline in April. The normal historical pattern for is higher 
inventories throughout the December-June period.  

By Leon Westgate 

Focus: ETFs optimistic about silver, still wavering on gold 

The decline in net speculative length for COMEX silver contin-
ued for a seventh successive week, although momentum does 
appear to be slowing with only 56.3 tonnes lost this past week 
(compared to the 290.6 tonne decline of the previous week). 
Total losses for the past seven weeks now come to 1,770.8 
tonnes, wiping out just over half of net speculative length as it 
stood in early April. Despite the slower deterioration in the net 
position, there was another strong  increase in speculative 
shorts—157.9 tonnes. However, the 101.6 tonnes increase in 
longs helped soften the overall deterioration. The continued 
increase in shorts remains a cause for concern, as the market 
appears to be struggling in shaking off its bearish view on silver. 

However, ETFs appear to be far more optimistic about silver’s 
prospects—with a massive 144.9 tonnes added to their hold-
ings. Taken together with the tentative build up in speculative 
longs, perhaps a change to positive investor sentiment is immi-
nent. 

We believe that silver upside remains capped for now. Since 
February, we’ve noted that silver would continue to struggle and 
that rallies should be sold into as long as Chinese stockpiles 
remain high. We’ve been waiting for the metal to drop below 
$29/oz. Silver has reached this level. We are not bullish yet, but 
believe that most of the price decline has taken place already. 

The freefall in COMEX gold net speculative length finally ended, 
although the gains of the past week were meagre—only 10.2 
tonnes compared to the 140.0 tonnes lost in the previous two 
weeks. The net improvement was the result of 21.0 tonnes 
added to speculative longs. Casting a shadow on this improve-
ment was the 10.8 tonnes added to shorts—marking the third 
successive week of increase. Net speculative length is only By Marc Ground 

marginally off its 12-month low (344.0 tonnes compared to 
333.8 tonnes), and consequently decidedly weak, com-
pared to historical norms. So while the mild turnaround is 
encouraging, there is still a long way to go before we’d say 
that confidence in gold had returned. 

Highlighting the continued  lack of investor confidence in 
gold, is the relatively strong sell-off in ETF holdings—the 
past week saw 10.4 tonnes shed. 

With gold below $1,600, we have seen increasing demand 
from Asia. Our Standard Bank Gold Physical Flow Index 
(GPFI) remains positive and has recently pushed higher. 
We continue to believe that gold has become increasingly 
undervalued relative to where we see fair value: $1,640. 

Silver ETF holdings 

Sources: Various ETFs; Standard Bank Research 
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Precious metals 

The precious metals have started the week on the front foot, helped initially by a stronger Euro but also by firmer Asian and 
European equity markets after the latest Greek polls suggested that pro-bailout parties would garner enough votes to form a 
government. Turnover remains rather thin however, owing to the US Memorial Day holiday. While Greece looks a bit more 
stable, albeit only thanks to one opinion poll taken 3 weeks ahead of the election, Spain continues to sink into the mire with the 
deteriorating BFA-Bankia situation the most visible of the country’s many problems.  

Net speculative length for NYMEX platinum saw a third consecutive week of decline, shedding 48.1k oz and, and, unlike some 
of the other metals, sustaining its downwards momentum. A strong increase in speculative shorts (111.2k oz — again close to 
a 12-month record) was responsible for the net decline. Total speculative short positioning is extremely high (815.6k oz, com-
pared to the five-year average of 135.6k oz). While this will keep a lid on prices, we continue to believe that the large short 
position raises the possibility of a significant short-covering rally should production problems in South Africa resurface, or, 
should the wider global markets experience a relief rally perhaps following the Greek elections (Mk II) in mid-June. ETF selling 
of platinum also continued, although momentum has slowed somewhat. This brings the total drop in platinum holdings over the 
past six weeks to 74.1k oz — the longest consecutive losing streak this year and further evidence of the wariness with which 
investors are viewing platinum. 

NYMEX palladium net speculative length continued to decline for a third week, albeit with momentum fading significantly. A 
drop in the amount of new shorts (only 59.7k oz), was met by a modest increase in long positions (47.4k oz). It appears as 
though the negativity of the past two weeks is easing up, though net speculative length is still weak and remains at a 12-month 
low. In addition, speculative shorts are also elevated (having also reached another 12-month high). ETFs have once again 
returned to being net buyers of palladium, after the previous week’s brief interruption. However, the increase was only a mea-
gre 2.8k oz which is hardly indicative of an enthusiastic market for palladium at the moment. 

Gold support is at $1,560 and $1,544. Resistance is $1,584 and $1,591. Silver support is at $28.16 and $27.70, resistance is 
at $28.85 and $29.08. 

Platinum support is at $1,419 and $1,402, resistance is at $1,445 and $1,453. Palladium support is at $586 and resistance at 
$598. 

By Leon Westgate 

Energy 

The oil market appeared to be stabilising last Friday with both WTI and Brent gaining 20c/bbl. Oil products also followed crude 
and ended the day slightly higher. The backwardation at the front-end of the Brent curve remains rather steep, although the 
back-end has weakened significantly over the past few weeks. Elsewhere of note, the front-end of WTI curve has been stable 
with the Seaway Pipeline starting to ship oil from Cushing to the US gulf coast. Meanwhile, the ICE Gasoil Jun/July spread is 
in a counter-seasonal backwardation, while the contango in Nymex heating oil has steepened noticeably since the beginning 
of May. 

While the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis is still rocking the market, in particular the possibility of a Greek exit, the oil market 
has shifted its focus towards Iran, after a disappointing round of negotiation over the country’s nuclear ambitions. The latest 
news suggests that Iran is holding back any IAEA inspection while pushing ahead on its uranium enrichment programme. This 
suggests that progress in the next round of negotiations, set for June 18-19th in Moscow, is unlikely to be made. 

In the physical market, price differentials for physical crude cargoes have been strengthening, pointing to a tighter market due 
to healthy refining margins and the end of Spring maintenance season. The counter-seasonal strength in European middle 
distillates also gives cause for concerns in terms of the potential for further tightening in the physical market. 

The sharp price fall in oil prices have been partly driven by supply/demand fundamentals as well as market sentiment over the 
eurozone debt crisis. For the moment, however, we see upside risks to oil prices emerging, as seasonal demand picks-up 
amid heightening geopolitical risks over Iran. Despite the relatively sharp decline in oil prices, implied volatility remains rela-
tively low by historical standards, which, in conjunction with the more attractive oil prices, provides a good hedging opportunity 
for consumers. In addition, our bearish view on product cracks means we favour crude rather than products as a consumer 
hedge. 

By James Zhang 
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Base metals 

Precious metals 

Energy 

Sources: Standard Bank; LME; Bloomberg 

Daily LME Stock Movement (mt)               

Metal Today Yesterday In Out 
One day 
change 

YTD change 
(mt) 

Cancelled 
warrants 

(mt) 
Cancelled 

warrants (%) 
Contract 
turnover 

Aluminium 4,943,900 4,956,325 0 12,425 -12,425 -26,500 1,807,700 36.56 196,866 
Copper 223,500 224,075 1,500 2,075 -575 -147,400 24,750 11.07 135,074 
Lead 349,200 352,550 300 3,650 -3,350 -3,875 70,500 20.19 47,736 
Nickel 105,156 105,510 0 354 -354 15,108 6,510 6.19 35,598 
Tin 13,465 13,625 0 160 -160 1,275 4,885 36.28 7,214 
Zinc 939,225 940,975 0 1,750 -1,750 117,525 68,725 7.32 89,014 
 Shanghai 3-month forward prices  COMEX active month future prices  
Metal Open Last 1d Change    Open Close Change Change (%) 
Aluminium 16,010 16,030 40  Ali Jul'12 - - - - 
Copper 55,810 56,220 830  Cu Jul'12 345 348.50 3.70 1.07% 
Zinc 14,860 14,925 205       

ZAR metal prices 
 Aluminium Copper Lead Nickel Tin Zinc ZAR/USD fix 
Cash 16,509 64,180 16,221 141,613 165,549 15,788 8.3400 
3-month 17,024 64,589 16,487 144,159 167,073 16,137 8.4551 

Energy futures pricing Price Change Price Change Price Change Price Change Price Change 
 1 month 2 month 3 month 6 month 1 year 

Sing Gasoil ($/bbbl) 123.52 0.00 119.37 0.19 119.43 0.23 119.46 0.36 120.84 0.36 
Gasoil 0.1% Rdam ($/mt) 911.00 2.75 906.50 3.25 905.00 3.25 903.25 1.50 894.50 3.00 
NWE CIF jet ($/mt) 1,012.19 0.08 980.17 0.84 976.67 1.94 979.71 2.79 978.90 2.91 
Singapore Kero ($/bbl) 124.37 0.00 120.69 0.34 120.76 0.36 121.12 0.41 120.85 0.42 
3.5% Rdam barges ($/mt) 634.06 0.74 614.25 3.00 609.50 3.25 599.50 3.25 585.00 3.25 
1% Fuel Oil FOB ($/mt) 679.30 0.06 655.25 1.75 655.25 1.50 643.75 2.25   
Sing FO180 Cargo ($/mt) 675.35 0.96 656.50 3.50 650.75 3.50 638.25 3.00   

           
Thermal coal Q4-12 Q1-13 Cal 13 Cal 14 
API2 (CIF ARA) 90.10 -0.15 93.90 -0.15 96.40 -0.15 99.80 -0.05 106.40 0.10 
API4 (FOB RBCT) 88.75 -0.60 90.80 -0.25 93.30 -0.15 97.45 0.00 103.35 0.20 

Q3-12  

Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months     
Gold 0.31800 0.36600 0.40000 0.49000 0.56800   
Silver 0.42400 0.42400 0.41400 0.40200 0.35600   
USD Libor 0.23875 0.34575 0.46685 0.73640 1.06920   
Technical Indicators 30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day MA 200-day MA Support Resistance 
Gold 42.40 1,568.36 1,592.08 1,667.72 1,687.20 1,560.00 1,584.00 
Silver 41.66 28.16 28.92 31.91 32.80 28.16 28.85 
Platinum 36.48 1,439.75 1,476.33 1,589.67 1,595.68 1,419.00 1,445.00 
Palladium 39.46 598.50 616.83 667.17 662.45 586.0 598.0 
Active Month Future COMEX GLD COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX PLAT DGCX GLD TOCOM GLD CBOT GLD 

 Aug'12 Jul'12 Jul'12 Jul'12 Jun’12 Apr'13 Jun'12 
Settlement 1,578.30 28.5600 592.55 1,426.50 1,571.20 4,035.00 1,576.00 
Open Interest 438,483 114,080 24,226 47,736 2,202 139,944 1,386 
Change in Open Interest -3,198 -25 -2 724 -252 120 7 
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Disclosures 
Certification 

The analyst(s) who prepared this research report (denoted by an asterisk*) hereby certifies(y) that: (i) all of the views and opinions 
expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's(s') personal views about the subject investment(s) and 
issuer(s) and (ii) no part of the analyst’s(s’) compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommenda-
tions or views expressed by the analyst(s) in this research report. 

Conflict of Interest 

It is the policy of The Standard Bank Group Limited and its worldwide affiliates and subsidiaries (together the “Standard Bank 
Group”) that research analysts may not be involved in activities in a way that suggests that he or she is representing the interests of 
any member of the Standard Bank Group or its clients if this is reasonably likely to appear to be inconsistent with providing inde-
pendent investment research. In addition research analysts’ reporting lines are structured so as to avoid any conflict of interests. 
For example, research analysts cannot be subject to the supervision or control of anyone in the Standard Bank Group’s investment 
banking or sales and trading departments. However, such sales and trading departments may trade, as principal, on the basis of 
the research analyst’s published research. Therefore, the proprietary interests of those sales and trading departments may conflict 
with your interests. 

Legal Entities 

To U. S. Residents 

Standard New York Securities Inc. is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission as a broker-dealer and is also a 
member of the FINRA and SIPC. Standard Americas, Inc is registered as a commodity trading advisor and a commodity pool opera-
tor with the CFTC and is also a member of the NFA. Both are affiliates of Standard Bank Plc and Standard Bank of South Africa. 
Standard New York Securities, Inc is responsible for the dissemination of this research report in the United States. Any recipient of 
this research in the United States wishing to effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein should do so by contacting Stan-
dard New York Securities, Inc. 

To South African Residents 

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg.No.1962/000738/06) is regulated by the South African Reserve Bank and is an 
Authorised Financial Services Provider. 

To U.K. Residents 

Standard Bank Plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (register number 124823) and is an affiliate of 
Standard Bank of South Africa. The information contained herein does not apply to, and should not be relied upon by, retail custom-
ers. 

To Turkey Residents 

Standard Unlu Menkul Degerler A.S. and Standard Unlu Portfoy Yonetimi A.S. are regulated by the Turkish Capital Markets Board 
(“CMB”). Under the CMB’s legislation, the information, comments and recommendations contained in this report fall outside of the defini-
tion of investment advisory services. Investment advisory services are provided under an investment advisory agreement between a cli-
ent and a brokerage house, a portfolio management company, a bank that does not accept deposits or other capital markets profession-
als. The comments and recommendations contained in this report are based on the personal opinions of the authors. These opinions 
might not be appropriate for your financial situation and risk and return preferences. For that reason, investment decisions that rely solely 
on the information contained in this presentation might not meet your expectations. You should pay necessary discernment, attention and 
care in order not to experience losses. 

To Singapore Residents 

Singapore recipients should contact a Singapore financial adviser for any matters arising from this research report. 
Important Regional Disclosures 
To the extent this is a report authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are impor-
tant disclosures regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors: 

The non-U.S. research analysts (denoted by an asterisk*) are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. The non-U.S. 
research analysts (denoted by an asterisk*) may not be associated persons of Standard New York Securities Inc. and therefore may not 
be subject to the NASD Rule 2711 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and 
trading securities held by a research analyst account. Each analyst (denoted by an asterisk*) is a Non-U.S. Analyst. The analyst is a re-
search analyst employed by The Standard Bank Group Limited.. 

General 
For the purposes of this report Standard CIB refers to those divisions of Standard Bank Group Limited who are mainly involved in corpo-
rate and investment banking business and does not refer exclusively to any particular entities within Standard Bank Group. This research 
report is based on information from sources that Standard CIB believes to be reliable. Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this 
document, no research analyst or member of Standard CIB gives any representation, warranty or undertaking and accepts no responsibil-
ity or liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out in this document (except with respect to any disclosures rela-
tive to members of Standard CIB and the research analyst’s involvement with any issuer referred to above). All views, opinions and esti-
mates contained in this document may be changed after publication at any time without notice. Past performance is not indicative of fu-
ture results. The investments and strategies discussed here may not be suitable for all investors or any particular class of investors; if you 
have any doubts you should consult your investment advisor. The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Changes in 
rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Members of Standard CIB may act as placement agent, advisor or lender, make a market in, 
or may have been a manager or a co-manager of, the most recent public offering in respect of any investments or issuers referenced in 
this report. Members of Standard CIB and/or their respective directors and employees may own the investments of any of the issuers 
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discussed herein and may sell them to or buy them from customers on a principal basis. This report is intended solely for clients and 
prospective clients of members of Standard CIB and is not intended for, and may not be relied on by, retail customers or persons to 
whom this report may not be provided by law. This report is for information purposes only and may not be reproduced or distributed to 
any other person without the prior consent of a member of Standard CIB. Unauthorised use or disclosure of this document is strictly pro-
hibited. By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Copyright 2012 Standard Bank Group Limited. 
All rights reserved. AG/COM/00112 
 

**NOT INVESTMENT RESEARCH 

 

This document is intended as the authors' view and as such does not represent the views of Standard Bank Group. Please note that one 
or more of the authors that prepared this report sit on a sales and trading desk of the Standard Bank Group.  

Notice to US Residents: 

This is not a Research Report as that term is set out in Regulation AC of the Securities and Exchange Commission rules. As such it might 
not have been prepared in accordance with rules designed to promote independent investment research. 

Notice to EU and UK Residents: 

This document is not investment research. 

It is therefore constitutes a "marketing communication" as those terms are defined by the UK FSA Handbook, as it has not been prepared 
in accordance with the EU legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Whilst every care has been 
taken in preparing this document, no member of the Standard Bank Group gives any representation, warranty or undertaking and accepts 
no responsibility or liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out in this document. All views, opinions and esti-
mates contained in this document may be changed after publication at any time without notice. Past performance is not indicative of fu-
ture results. The investments and strategies discussed here may not be suitable for all investors or any particular class of investors; if you 
have any doubts you should consult your investment advisor. The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Changes in 
rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Members of Standard Bank Group may act as placement agent, advisor or lender, make a 
market in, or may have been a manager or a co manager of, the most recent public offering in respect of any investments or issuers refer-
enced in this report. Members of the Standard Bank Group and/or their respective directors and employees may own the investments of 
any of the issuers discussed herein and may sell them to or buy them from customers on a principal basis. This report is intended solely 
for clients and prospective clients of members of the Standard Bank Group and is not intended for, and may not be relied on by, retail 
customers or persons to whom this report may not be provided by law. This report is for information purposes only and may not be repro-
duced or distributed to any other person without the prior consent of a member of the Standard Bank Group. Unauthorised use or disclo-
sure of this document is strictly prohibited. By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Telephone 
calls may be recorded for quality and regulatory purposes. Copyright 2008 Standard Bank Group. All rights reserved. Standard Bank Plc, 
20 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7JE. 

To South African Residents 

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg.No.1962/000738/06) is regulated by the South African Reserve Bank and is an Author-
ised Financial Services Provider. 


